A+A DÉSINFECTION
LOOK AFTER YOUR QUALITY OF LIFE!
Do you have a bed bug infestation in your bedroom?
Do rodents ravage your food products and electric cables?
Do pigeons colonise your window ledges?
Act immediately!

A+A Désinfection is dedicated to
improve your quality of life
A+A Désinfection has been setting the standards in the ﬁeld of
disinfestation and providing expert assistance to professionals
and individuals in Geneva since 1998. Its aim? To extinguish the
invasion of pests and guarantee that they are eliminated once
and for all via a thorough monitoring process.
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A responsive service
"Pest control is our priority!
It requires a number of emergency measures.
Our team of qualiﬁed technicians is quick to respond
to any of your disinfestation problems. Call this
multi-purpose free phone number to contact them,
perform a telephone diagnosis or devise an action
plan: 0800 10 10 15."
Stéphane Aeschlimann

A+A Désinfection offers
comprehensive expertise
For disinfestation (cockroaches, ﬂour moths, worms, bed
bugs), the elimination of wasp and hornet nests, pest control
(mice, voles, rats), pigeon elimination and the bacteriological
treatment of your pipes, etc. Contact our teams!

A+A Désinfection is recognised by
the Swiss Federal Office for Public
Health and it is CEPA certified and
has Bio-Swiss approval

Professionals: the heat treatment
solution is for you!
Bed bugs are an absolute nightmare for hotel
owners, companies, institutions, reception centres
and medical and social institutions. Their presence
can have signiﬁcant repercussions not only on the
health of staff and productivity, but also on the
long-term conﬁdence of users.

Heat treatment:
the A+A Désinfection revolution
The heat treatment of bed bugs is now shaking
things up after 2 years of research. What is its
principle? In just a few hours, the rise in
temperature of the ambient air and the furniture
concerned exterminates bed bugs.
This is a revolutionary process that is completely
natural and harmless; no product or cleaning
operations are required and a solution is provided
within 48 hours.

You must therefore act immediately!
In less than 48 hours, our experts provide a diagnosis
following a sweep by detection dogs, mark out the
treatment area and offer you their heat solution. As
an extra beneﬁt, we offer advice on the measures to
take to ensure that the pests do not return.

Contact our teams now
for a rapid response to your problem!

An eco-responsible approach
Whether the place in question is your place of work, your
home or your community: A+A Désinfection provides
environmentally-friendly solutions that are harmless to
people and pets. Laboratory tested and approved in
Switzerland, the products used only cause minor air and
water contamination and present a minimal health risk. In
addition: as it specialises in the ﬁeld of dog detection, A+A
Désinfection favours this very accurate method which
provides a targeted treatment.
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